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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We use a surface-fire extinction model to ask whether differences among surface fuels in
aspen and conifer stands in the Saskatchewan mixedwood boreal forest are sufficiently large to
affect patterns of burning across the landscape (i.e., where fires spread and where they go
extinct). The key variables in the extinction model are fuel-bed surface area (a measure of the
loading of fine fuels) and fuel moisture (determiined by weather and live-to-dead fuel ratios). A
larger fuel-bed surface area means that fires should propagate at higher fuel moisture levels.
Surface fuels were sampled in 56 stands spanning the range in upland fuel variability. Dead-fuel
moisture was estimated from weather data and fuel-drying models for periods during large-areaburned years when large fires made runs. We assume that it is during these periods when the vast
majority of forest area burns that fuel differences have the potential to cause large effects on
landscape-level patterns of burning. All stands >30 years-since-last fire were predicted to carry a
surface fire during large-area burned years when actual fires made runs. Aspen stands had lower
fuel-bed surface areas than conifer stands but fuel moisture levels were low enough that the
differences did not matter. In contrast, fires were not predicted to spread in many recently burned
stands under any weather conditions. Our results imply that increasing aspen dominance on the
mixedwood boreal landscape may not be effective as a strategy to encourage fire extinction and,
thereby, reduce area burned and tree mortality in fires (Fechner and Barrows 1976, DeByle et al
1987).
When surface fires spread past trees, tree components (i.e., roots, boles, and crowns) are
heated, causing cell mortality, tissue necrosis, and tree death. We used a heat-transfer model
and a biophysical cell-survivorship model to derive quantitative predictions of cell survivorship
in the boles of trees in fires of a range of residence times and for trees with a range of bark
thicknesses. The cell-survivorship model was parameterized with live-bark cell survivorship data
from aspen and spruce. We assume that survivorship of live bark cells closely approximates
survivorship of adjacent vascular cambium cells. We found that live-bark cell survivorship in
surface fires can be described by a relatively simple relationship between bark thickness and fire
residence time. We expect two thresholds relative to bark thickness: complete vascular-cambium
cell mortality would be expected in all fires for trees with bark thickness <6 mm while trees with
bark thickness >20 mm are expected to be immune to vascular-cambium necrosis during surface
fires. Our mechanistic approach could provide managers with a tool for predicting vascularcambium necrosis and tree death from bark thickness and fire residence time, variables that are
readily estimated in the field or from models.
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INTRODUCTION
A key goal of the Sustainable Forest Management Network is to develop a better
understanding of how to mimic natural disturbances (e.g., fire) in forest management practices.
We currently know a lot about the spatial mosaic of stand ages (e.g., Bergeron 1991, Larsen
1997, Weir et al. 2000) and the temporal patterns in fire frequency and area burned (e.g., Stocks
and Street 1983, Flannigan and Wotton 1991, Stocks 1991, Bergeron and Archambault 1993,
Nash and Johnson 1996, Reed et al. 1998) in Canadian boreal forests. However, little is known
about surface-fire extinction and tree mortality in fires despite their importance in determining the
landscape mosaic of stand ages. We use mechanistic models to guide our study of surface-fire
extinction and tree mortality.
Forest managers need to know how fuel differences among stands affects extinction of
surface fires. Aspen fuels are widely thought to cause surface-fire extinction more readily than
conifer fuels (e.g., Fechner and Barrows 1976, DeByle et al. 1987). We use a physically-based
surface-fire extinction model (Wilson 1985) to address two questions. First, do aspen stands
have surface-fuel characteristics that would cause surface-fire extinction at lower moisture levels
than in conifer stands? Second, do these surface-fuel differences matter when considered in the
context of weather during periods in which the vast majority of area burned in the past?
An adequate tree death model is needed to understand the effects of natural and prescribed
fires (Dickinson and Johnson 2001). Incomplete tree mortality that results from surface fires of
low to moderate intensity is of primary interest in our study while complete mortality is typical in
high-intensity fires. Death of a tree in a surface fire depends on heat transfer into the bole from
the flames and vascular-cambium response to elevated temperatures. We use a heat-transfer
model to simulate temperature regimes at the vascular cambium and a biophysical cellsurvivorship model to predict cell survivorship. The cell-survivorship model is tested with data
from aspen and spruce. Our results point the way towards a mechanistic model of vascularcambium necrosis and tree death during surface fires.
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MODELS AND METHODS
Surface-Fire Extinction
The surface-fire extinction model is based on a heat budget defined by the ratio of a heat
source and a heat sink (Wilson 1985):
nx '

heat source
heat sink

(1)

where nx is an extinction index (dimensionless), the heat source (kJ kg-1) indicates both the
amount of heat available to heat the unburned fuel and how quickly the fuel bed can be heated to
ignition, and the heat sink (kJ kg-1) is the energy required to dry a unit mass of fuel and carry the
fuel through the pyrolysis process. Different ranges of the extinction index correspond
approximately to three states of fire spread by flaming combustion: steady-state spread, in which
the rate of spread does not vary appreciably through time (nx >8); marginal spread, in which the
fire front breaks up and combustion becomes erratic (6 < nx < 8); and extinction, in which fires do
not spread (nx < 6).
The variables determining the heat source are as follows:
heat source % h vS

(2)

where hv is the heat of combustion of the volatiles during flaming combustion (kJ kg-1) and S is
the fuel-bed surface area (dimensionless). The heat of combustion (hv ~ 12700 kJ kg-1) is held
constant because it has been found to vary minimally among natural cellulosic fuels. The fuel-bed
surface area S quantifies the total amount of surface area in the fuel bed:
S '

ów
ñp

(3)

where ó is the average fuel particle surface-area-to-volume ratio (m-1), w is the fuel loading (kg m2
), and ñp is the fuel particle mass density (kg m-3). Mass density of the fuel particles is held
constant at 400 kg m-3 because we assume that it, like the heat of combustion, varies minimally
among natural cellulosic fuels. Fuel-bed surface area is a key variable in our study of surface-fire
extinction because we hold the other variables in the heat source constant. The rationale for the
fuel-bed surface area is that heat-transfer rates from the flames to the fuel are highest when the
2

fuel bed is composed of high loadings of fine fuels. For instance, radiation heat-transfer from the
flames to the fuel is highest in fuel beds with high optical densities (i.e., where most radiation is
absorbed near the surface of the fuel bed).
The heat sink is determined by the following variables:
heat sink % Qp % QwM

(4)

where Qp is the total heat required to completely pyrolyze the fuel (kJ kg-1), Qw is the heat
required to vaporize the water in the fuel (kJ kg-1), and M is the proportional moisture content of
the fuel (dimensionless). Fuel moisture is determined by both live and dead fuel. The heat of
pyrolysis (Qp ~ 640 kJ kg-1) is held constant because it has been found to vary minimally among
natural cellulosic fuels.
Fuel-bed surface area of the herb and litter layers was estimated using methods in Brown
et al. (1982) in 56 upland stands in Prince Albert National Park, Saskatchewan, and the
surrounding Weyerhaeuser Forest Management Area. We sampled across the entire upland
moisture and nutrient gradient to ensure that the stands spanned the range of variability in treespecies composition (see Bridge and Johnson 2000). We also sampled across the time-since-fire
gradient, from 2 to 226 years (Weir et al. 2000). Stands were divided into those <12 years sincelast-fire and those >30 years-since-last fire. No stands were available between 12 and 30 years
since-last-fire. The older stands were classified by the relative importance of tree species that
formed their canopies.
We sampled fuels during May and June because this is the historical fire season in the
mixedwood boreal forest (Johnson et al. 1999). No significant changes in live-to-dead fuel ratios
were detected during the May to June sample period. Live-fuel moisture was set to values
appropriate for conifer, herbaceous, and deciduous foliage and wood (e.g., Bradshaw et al. 1983).
The moisture of fine, dead fuels varies over short time scales (e.g., hours and days) while
fuel characteristics such as chemical properties, fuel loading, and average fuel particle surfacearea-to-volume ratios vary over longer time scales (e.g., years to decades). Clearly, not all of the
substantial variation in fuel moisture is relevant to understanding the effects of fuel variability on
surface-fire extinction because, at minimum, fires have to be burning somewhere on the landscape
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Figure 1. Area burned during the spring fire season in the mixedwood boreal
region of Saskatchewan from 1981 to 1998 (data from Saskatchewan
the majority of forest area
Environmental Resource Management).
burns. In contrast, there
would appear to be little scope for large effects on patterns of burning during periods when area
burned is small. A handful of large fires that occur during occasional years (large-area-burned
years, Figure 1) account for the vast majority of area burned (Strauss et al. 1989, Johnson et al.
1998). We use only weather during these periods in our analyses of the effects of fuel differences
on surface-fire extinction. Dead-fuel moisture was estimated from fuel-drying models following
methods of Bradshaw et al. (1983) and Van Wagner (1987). In the fuel-drying models, we used
standard observations from the Environment Canada or Saskatchewan Environment and Resource
Management (SERM) weather station nearest each of a sample of large fires (N = 18). Each fire
burned between 25,000 and 301,000 ha south of latitude 57 in Saskatchewan during large-areaburned years (1981, 1993, 1995, and 1998). Weather from the one to two periods during which
these fires made runs were used in the models. Fire behavior information was from SERM
records.
Tree Death
Vascular-cambium necrosis occurs when the bark surface is bathed in flame during a
surface fire and heat transfer into the bole causes a rise in vascular cambium temperatures. After
the flames have passed the tree, vascular cambium temperatures fall gradually as the bole cools
(e.g., Fahnestock and Hare 1964, Gill and Ashton 1968, Vines 1968). The bole heating process is
unsteady, that is, temperature gradients through the bole are not constant through time. The
simplest model of the unsteady-state heating of tree boles is (e.g., Holman 1986):
4

MT
M2T
' á
Mt
Mx 2

(5)

where T is temperature (EC) at a given depth x (m) within the bark, t is time (s), and á is thermal
diffusivity (m2 s-1). The model shows that the change in temperature through time within the bark
MT/Mt is proportional to the gradient in temperature through the bark M2T/Mx2. Thermal diffusivity
quantifies the ease with which a given temperature gradient produces a rise in temperature within
the bark and is determined by the following variables:
á '

k
ñc

(6)

where k is thermal conductivity (W m-1 EC-1), ñ is mass density (kg m-3), and c is heat capacity (J
kg-1 EC-1). Heating in Equation 5 is one-dimensional in the sense that heat is transferred
perpendicularly to the bark surface. As such, heat-transfer through the center of the bole and the
effects of bole curvature are assumed to be minimal. One can see that, according to the relatively
simple heat-transfer model (Equation 5), temperatures within the bole are determined by the bark
surface temperature regime, thermal diffusivity, and bark thickness. It is known from a variety of
studies that temperature regimes below the bark are primarily determined by variation in fire
residence time and bark thickness while variation among trees in thermal diffusivity is of limited
importance because it varies minimally among trees (e.g., Martin 1963, Reifsnyder et al. 1967).
Heat transfer into the bole has been linked with tree death by assuming that vascularcambium necrosis occurs around the bole if a threshold temperature (~60 EC) is reached at the
vascular cambium (e.g., Peterson and Ryan 1986, Brown and DeByle 1987). A relatively simple
solution to Equation 5 can be used to predict whether the threshold temperature is reached during
the residence time of the flames. Equation 5 can be solved by the Laplace transform technique
given several boundary conditions, an important one being that the bark surface temperature rises
rapidly to its maximum and remains there (e.g., Holman, 1986):
è
x
' erf (
)
è0
2 á t

(7)

where è/è 0 is the excess temperature ratio (dimensionless), erf is the Gauss error function whose
argument can be found in mathematical tables for a given value of the excess temperature ratio
(e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964), and the other variables are defined above. The excess
temperature ratio is defined as:
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T & Tf
è
'
T0 & T f
è0

(8)

where T is the temperature (EC) at the depth x of the vascular cambium, Tf is the average flame
temperature, and T0 is the initial temperature of the tree bole. The flame temperature Tf is usually
set to around 500 EC (e.g., Peterson and Ryan 1986, Brown and DeByle 1987). The vascular
cambium temperature T is set to the threshold for vascular-cambium necrosis and Equation 7 is
solved for the fire residence time t required to reach that temperature.
Use of Equation 7 and 8 as a tissue necrosis model is problematic for several reasons.
First, the model only predicts peak vascular cambium temperatures during the residence time of
the flame and does not include the heat-transfer process after the flames have passed and the bark
begins to cool. Thus, peak temperatures predicted from the model are often lower than actual
peak temperatures, particularly in trees with thick bark (unpubl. data). Second, we expect that
using a threshold temperature to predict tissue necrosis is too simplistic given that cell mortality
occurs continuously and at increasingly high rates as temperatures rise above the level at which
cell mortality rates are appreciable (~40 EC, e.g., Lorenz 1939, Levitt 1980, Martin et al. 1969).
Only if vascular cambium temperature regimes were the same among trees in fires could a single
threshold temperature be strictly valid as an index of tissue necrosis.
We propose an alternative tree-death model that is consistent with what we know about
fire behavior, heat transfer, and cell mortality at elevated temperatures. The model involves using
(1) a heat-transfer model to predict the rise and fall of temperatures at the vascular cambium in
response to bark surface heating by the flames and (2) a cell-survivorship model to predict cell
mortality resulting from the elevated temperatures. We use a numerical approach for predicting
vascular cambium temperatures that involves a forward-difference solution to Equation 5 (Hanks
and Ashcroft 1980, Holman 1986, Rego and Rigolot 1990):
j% 1

Ti

j

' Ti %

1 Ät
j
j
j
(Ti& 1 & 2T i % Ti% 1)
2
á Äx

(9)

where T is temperature (EC), i subscripts refer to depth increments of Äx millimeters, and j
superscripts refer to time increments of Ät seconds. Bark surface temperatures were constrained
below 100 EC for the duration of heating under the assumption that the temperatures of materials
do not rise above the boiling point while liquid water is present (e.g., Albini and Reinhardt 1995).
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Figure 2. Three-population cell-survivorship model (e.g., Gutfreund 1995).
the flames as a Newtonian
Cells unaffected by heat S U (population 1) are converted to cells susceptible
to death SS (population 2) at a given rate k12. Susceptible cells, in turn, are
cooling process using
killed at a rate k23. The surviving fraction of cells at any given time S(t) is
parameters appropriate for
the sum of the fractions of cells in the unaffected and susceptible populations.
surface fires in a cooling
equation (see Weber et al
1995). We used Equation 9
to simulate the rise and fall of vascular cambium temperatures for fires of a range of fire residence
times and trees of a range of bark thicknesses.
It is hypothesized that cell mortality at elevated temperatures occurs primarily because of
the accumulation of “lesions”, particularly protein denaturations (e.g., Rosenberg et al. 1971). As
lesions accumulate, the probability of cell mortality increases (e.g., Jung 1986). We approximate
this process with a three population cell-survivorship model adapted from the protein denaturation
literature (see Figure 2). Unaffected cells become susceptible to being killed (i.e., they have
accumulated enough lesions) at a temperature-dependent rate:
dSU
dt

' & k12SU(t)

(10)

where SU is the fraction of live cells that are unaffected by heating and k12 is the temperaturedependent transition rate between the unaffected (first) and susceptible (second) populations. The
fraction of unaffected cells is 1 at the initiation of heating while the fraction of susceptible cells is
initially 0. The change in the fraction of susceptible cells is dependent on both the rate at which
they are produced from unaffected cells and also by the rate at which they are killed:
dSS
dt

' k12SU(t) & k23S S(t)

(11)
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where SS is the fraction of cells that are susceptible to being killed and k23 is the temperaturedependent transition rate between the susceptible cells (second population) and dead cells (third
population). Equations 10 and 11 are integrated and the surviving fraction at a given time S(t) is
the sum of the unaffected and susceptible fractions at that time:
S(t) '

k23exp(& k12t) & k12exp(& k23t)

(12)

k23 & k12

We used Equation 12 and a nonlinear least-squares routine to estimate the rate parameters k12 and
k23 from data on cell survivorship in thin cross-sections of live aspen and spruce bark heated in a
water bath at a series of constant temperatures between 40 to 71 EC. We estimated the fraction
of surviving cells St at a series of exposure times by staining tissues with a vital stain and counting
live cells under a microscope. Cell counts in unheated controls served as the basis for estimating
surviving fractions. Surviving fractions were estimated in live bark tissue adjacent to the vascular
cambium because it was not possible to count the small vascular cambium cells themselves. We
assume that the rate parameters k12 and k23 we estimated from live bark cells closely approximate
those of vascular cambium.
The temperature dependence of the rate constants can be expressed in terms of a standard
biophysical rate-theory equation (e.g., Johnson et al. 1974):
k12 or k23 '

kBT
h

exp(

ÄS
& ÄH
)exp(
)
R
RT

(13)

where kB is the Boltzman constant (erg EK-1), T is temperature (EK), h is Planck's constant (erg
sec), ÄS is the activation entropy (J mol-1), R is the universal gas constant (J mol-1 EK-1), and ÄH is
the activation enthalpy (J mol-1). Values of ÄS and ÄH in Equation 13 were estimated from data
by a nonlinear least-squares routine.
We describe live bark cell survivorship in terms of flame residence time and bark thickness
by linking a heat-transfer model and a biophysical cell-survivorship model. We used Equations 10
and 11 in a numerical routine to predict the reduction in cell survivorship for a range of simulated
vascular cambium temperature regimes. The rate parameters k12 and k23 and their temperature
dependence (Equation 13) were estimated as described above. We tested the modeling approach
against data on cell survivorship in thin sections of live aspen and spruce bark heated over
temperature regimes characteristic of those experienced by the vascular cambium during fires.
8

SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS
AND MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS
Surface Fire Extinction
Surface fires were predicted to spread across all upland mixedwood boreal forest stands
>30 years-since-last fire during periods when the majority of area burned in the past (Figure 3).
Spread was predicted to occur in all stands because values of the extinction index were above
those found to allow steady-state spread (Wilson 1985). The extinction index is a heat budget
described by the ratio of a heat source and a heat sink term (Equation 1). Fire spread was
predicted for all stands despite the fact that aspen stands had lower values of the heat-source term
than conifer stands. The differences between aspen and conifer stands were not large enough to
cause differences in whether fires spread or went extinct because fuel moisture levels and,
consequently, the heat sink term were low.

Heat source

Our results imply that increasing aspen dominance on the mixedwood boreal forest
landscape may not be effective as a strategy to encourage fire extinction and, thereby, reduce area
burned and tree mortality in fires (Fechner and Barrows 1976, DeByle et al 1987). We base this
conclusion on the assumption that aspen stands would only have the potential to cause large
effects on area burned if
those effects operated during
nx = 8 nx = 6 Heat source mean
7
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+/- 1 std error
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are low and large fires make
2
runs). It is conceivable that,
1
when fuel-moisture levels are
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
Heat sink
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Figure 3. We here present the extinction index nx as the ratio of the heat source
could cause surface-fire
and the heat sink (Equation 1). Steady-state spread is predicted for nx values
>8 and extinction is predicted for values < 6 while marginal spread is predicted
extinction at the same time
for intermediate values (Wilson 1985). Shown are heat source and sink values
that fires would spread
for surface fuels in upland stands in the Saskatchewan mixedwood boreal forest
during large-area-burned years when fires >25000 ha made runs.
through conifer stands. One
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can see this from Figure 3 where smaller increases in surface-fuel moisture (i.e., the heat sink) are
required to move aspen stands into the marginal spread region than would be necessary for many
conifer stands. However, differences among aspen and conifer stands in ability to carry a fire
would only occur during periods when rates of spread and intensities were unlikely to be extreme
because of relatively moist fuels. Consequently, it is unlikely that area burned would be large
during these periods even if conifer fuels were the only fuels on the landscape.
Many recently-burned stands were not predicted to carry a surface fire because the
extinction index was below the threshold for surface-fire spread (Figure 3). Surface fuels in
recently-burned stands had relatively low values of the heat-source term and high values of the
heat-sink term during large-area-burned years when large fires made runs. Low values of the
heat-source term resulted primarily from low fuel loadings. High values of the heat-sink term
resulted from high live-to-dead fuel ratios during the spring fire season and, thus, high fuelmoisture levels even while dead fuels were relatively dry. Recently-burned stands that were not
predicted to carry a fire during periods when the majority of forest area burned would not be
predicted to carry a fire during any weather conditions because dead-fuel moisture levels would
not often be lower than they are during large-area-burned years when large fires made runs. We
caution that the recently-burned stands in our sample had not experienced a short fire cycle as
would be the case under frequent prescribed burning. Frequent prescribed burning would be
expected to have large effects on the herb layer (e.g., increases in grass and herb biomass) that
would render invalid any extrapolation of our results.
Tree Death
Survivorship of live bark cells can be predicted for a range of bark thicknesses and for
fires of a range of residence times by linking the heat-transfer and biophysical cell-survivorship
models (Figure 4). We assume that live-bark cell survivorship closely approximates the
survivorship of the adjacent vascular cambium cells (see above). We expect that vascularcambium cell mortality would be complete in trees with bark <6 mm thick over a range of fire
residence times. In contrast, minimal vascular-cambium cell mortality would be expected in trees
with bark >20 mm thick during surface fires and crown scorch must then become the primary
cause of their death (see Van Wagner 1973). Our mechanistic approach could provide managers
with a tool for predicting vascular-cambium necrosis and tree death during surface fires from bark
thickness and fire residence time, variables that are readily estimated in the field or from models.
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lag in the onset of high cellmortality rates is consistent with our understanding of the cell-mortality process in which cells
must accumulate protein denaturations (or some other type of lesion) before mortality rates
become appreciable (e.g., Jung 1986). In the literature, a lag in cell mortality rates is generally
observed but is typically ignored so that a simple, though unrealistic, negative exponential model
can be used (e.g., Dewey et al. 1977).
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temperatures. As is apparent in Figure 4, any number of vascular-cambium temperature regimes
with different peak temperatures can result in the same reduction in cell survivorship. Only if
vascular cambium temperature regimes were consistent among trees in fires would a single
threshold temperature for vascular-cambium necrosis be valid.
Finally, the cell-survivorship model can be used to predict aspen and spruce live-bark cell
survivorship after exposure to temperature regimes approximating those at the vascular cambium
during fires (Figure 7). This new result is important because it opens the door to linking heattransfer models with cell-survivorship models as we have done in Figure 4.

CONCLUSIONS
Surface Fire Extinction
All stands >30 years-since-last fire were predicted to carry a surface fire during periods
when the majority of forest area burned in the past. The vast majority of area burned occurs
during large-area-burned years when large fires make runs. We assume that it is during these
periods that fuel differences would have the greatest potential to affect landscape-level patterns of
burning. Aspen stands had lower values of the heat-source term in the surface-fire extinction
model than conifer stands but the differences were not large enough to matter because fuel
moisture levels were low during periods when area burned was large. In contrast, many recentlyburned stands would not be expected to carry a surface fire during any weather because of low
fuel loadings and high live-to-dead fuel ratios.
Tree death
Survivorship of live bark cells can be predicted from fire residence time and bark thickness
by linking a heat-transfer model with a biophysical cell-survivorship model. We assume that live
bark cell survivorship closely approximates survivorship of the adjacent vascular cambium cells.
The biophysical cell-survivorship model is consistent with key aspects of our data on aspen and
spruce live-bark cell survivorship at elevated temperatures. First, there is a lag in the onset of
high cell mortality rates at constant temperatures from about 43 to 70 EC. Second, cell mortality
rates are a continuous function of temperature. Finally, the model predicts aspen and spruce cell
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survivorship after exposure to temperature regimes such as those experienced at the vascular
cambium during fires. Our mechanistic approach could provide managers with a tool to predict
vascular-cambium necrosis and tree death in surface fires.
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